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The new e-book by DelightFULL, you can find 
the best mid-century modern floor lamps.

Inspired by some of the most iconic musicians 
of all time these mid-century floor lamps will 
surely be a delight to your home decor style. 

Modern floor lamps are always a great
lighting solution for interior design projects.
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AMY
Amy vintage floor lamp was inspired by the great jazz singer and songwriter: Amy Wine-
house. Amy has a vintage retro style that embodies the soul of the British artist and the 
50’s interior design style. With a glossy black lamp shade that bear a resemblance to 
Amy’s legendary hair and a small gold powder paint detail that recall us of her golden 
earring, the brass floor light suits the most demanding mid-century modern setting. The 
flexible lamp shade is what makes this modern lamp, the perfect reading light for your 
vintage bedroom or retro home office, since it will point in any direction you need. Note 
that Amy floor lamp features a footswitch that is on the cord, and the brass detail on the 

lamp shade has the sole purpose of adding a more modern aesthetics feeling.

https://tinyurl.com/y7tvyzm3
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ARMSTRONG
Inspired by the first person to walk on the Moon, Armstrong arc floor lamp has a minimal-
istic style with a clear usability, perfect for every single modern Scandinavian living room 
or office. This nordic light combines a mid-century design with a structure handmade in 
brass and a base in white Carrara marble. The oval aluminum lamp shade is softened 
with a matte white finish. Armstrong arc lamp can reach a height of 59.1 inches with the 
help of the adjustable balance arm. With a counterweight made in steel, this mid-century 
lamp directs light anywhere a task light is needed, providing an exquisite touch to your 

interior design.

https://tinyurl.com/ybuuyhuo%0D
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Botti floor lamp was inspired by the jazz musician of Chris Botti. The mid-century floor 
lamp is handmade in brass with a gold plated finish that reminds of a real trumpet due to 
the its unique shape. With an aluminum base, this modern floor light can be customized 
in marble, giving an even more luxurious design to your mid-century modern interior. This 
brass floor lamp has eight spotlights which offer a soft lighting, and goes as tall as 70,9 
inches. Botti art deco floor lamp showcases a high-quality craftsmanship, that will defi-
nitely make a statement in your sophisticated classic living room design or mid-century 
hotel lobby. Botti contributes a jazzy and mid-century vibe as does the gold plated and 

white glossy finishes.

BOTTI

https://tinyurl.com/y7bmmusn%0D
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Dave Brubeck was the inspiration for one of DelightFULL’s more luxurious floor lamps. 
The art deco floor lamp represents in every single detail the way the jazz pianist musi-
cian blended very demanding rhythmic structures with improvisation in expressive and 
accessible ways. Therefore, in this lighting design you can find asymmetrical gold plated 
tubes in order to attribute a contemporary lighting effect. However, you can customize 
this modern floor light, since there is available a wide range of finishes: gold, nickel or 
copper plated, brushed brass or nickel, aged brass or any RAL lacquered color of your 
choosing. The base of this mid-century modern lamp is handmade in steel with a matte 
black finish. All in all, Brubeck brass floor lamp is a functional and sculptural lighting able 

to enlighten any setting with its height of 65.7 inches.

BRUBECK

https://tinyurl.com/y827xc8a%0D
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Coleman is the ideal mid-century modern floor light to be placed next any 1950 modern 
furniture piece, like your industrial office couch or desk. The 1 light adjustable head floor 
lamp with matte black and matte white accents has a simplistic and sleek design featuring 
a black textile cord and an adaptable shade. With a classic shape making it suitable for 
not only Scandinavian style homes, this brass floor lamp will also fit perfectly in every 

single home design style.

COLEMAN

https://tinyurl.com/yc6orb7o%0D
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Inspired by the American jazz saxophonist and composer John Coltrane, Coltrane floor 
lamp embodies the avant-garde jazzy vibe that this legendary musician transmitted in ev-
ery music concert. Handmade in brass and aluminum, the minimal black floor lamp has a 
matte black finish on the three lamp shades with a gold powder paint on the inside, that 
provide a smooth lighting effect. This functional floor lamp is ideal for minimalist settings, 

as well as for, mid-century modern reading nooks.

COLTRANE

https://tinyurl.com/ycvntd3w%0D
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Meet Diana floor lamp, the tallest floor lamp of Heritage collection. Diana is an industrial 
floor lamp with a mid-century modern design, perfect for big industrial lofts and artistic 
studios. Built out of steel with a nickel plated finish, this floor light has a giant lamp shade 
that features a glossy red lacquer on the outside and a matte white interior finishing. 
However, the colorful aluminum lamp shade can be customized with any RAL color and 
will point light in every direction you need it, since it has a flexible lamp shade. This floor 
light is perfect for lighting while reading or working or even for ambient lighting. Going 
as high as 90.5 inches with a switch on the top, Diana XL floor lamp will turn any room 

into a giant colorful inviting space. Could it be more unique than this?

DIANA

https://tinyurl.com/yct73jgp%0D
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Duke Ellington has been an inspiration around the world to many artists and musicians 
like Dave Brubeck and Miles Davis. Therefore, DelightFULL’s designers have decided 
to pay a tribute to this iconic jazz musician and create Duke floor lamp. With a short 
silhouette and a single swing, Duke floor lamp is a retro-styled accessory for every sin-
gle mid-century modern interior design. Each cone lamp shade is conducted by a brass 
arm and its counter-weight. The matte black shades drape on the sides to reveal a white 
interior and have gold plated accents at the sockets. The three cone shades that adjust 

vertically and horizontally have an overall height of 63.7 inches.

DUKE

https://tinyurl.com/y8v7y35o%0D
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With a mid-century modern vibe, this Evans floor lamp has three diffusers. Each shade is 
moveable and adjusts making this a very functional light source that can be changed de-
pending on where it is placed. This tripod floor lamp features an avant-garde design that 
will provide a light-filled optimism to your mid-century modern interior design. The matte 
black & gold powder paint finishes are a great accent for any space. With a height of 

74 inches, the on/off switch is conveniently located for a quick and easy use.

EVANS

https://tinyurl.com/yau2lev3%0D
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Hanna is a vintage floor lamp that will suit perfectly in your mid-century modern living 
room or vintage retro design hallway. With a structure made in polished marble estrem-
oz and with multiple lamp shades made in brass and aluminum, this floor light is a pure 
mid-century modern lamp full of grace and charm. Its flexible lamp shades allow you to 
spread the light anywhere you want it to be. Bathed in gold plated and matte white fin-
ishes, Hanna showcases a high quality craftsmanship, since it was applied an ancient 
technique called hand metal spinning. On the whole, this brass floor lamp reports to a 
classical ambiance, back to art deco, evoking a powerful mid-century modern design.

HANNA

https://tinyurl.com/yb7fnj8s%0D
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Inspired by the amazing personality of Herbie Hancock, Herbie floor lamp provides 
a brilliant warm vibe to every mid-century modern room. With a structure handmade 
in brass, its matte black exterior is complimented by a matte white interior shade. The 
standing lamp offers the possibility to regulate its direction and height from 47, 24“ to 
63 inches. Ideal for a variety of styles and with a minimalist style, this modern light will 
make a statement next to any mid-century accent chair, chaise or sofa to give your interior 

design a contemporary style.

HERBIE

https://tinyurl.com/yclxwlpx%0D
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From music to cinema, or even design, Michael Jackson was and still is one of the great-
est icons of all times. That’s why DelightFULL’s designers decided to pay a tribute to this 
amazing performer, by designing one fabulous piece that embodies rhythm, exposed 
mechanical elements, and luxurious finishes, never forgetting the inspirations for the 80s. 
We present you Jackson floor lamp. This tripod floor lamp is the perfect spin from mid-cen-
tury design classics to a commemoration of pop culture. Tailor-made in brass, Jackson 
floor light features three lamp shades with matte black and gold plated finishes and textile 
red wires. With adaptable lamp shades, this mid-century floor lamp points light wherever 

a task light is needed.

JACKSON

https://tinyurl.com/y8jqqpsb%0D
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Inspired in Janis Joplin’s music “Best of The Best Gold”, Janis floor lamp recovers the 
golden jazz spirit of the 60’s. Covered by a golden bath, this entrance floor lamp was 
designed to make a powerful statement with its mid-century modern design. With almost 
67 inches, Janis is 100% handmade in brass, boasting a high quality craftsmanship. This 
tall standing lamp fits beautifully in a modern entryway or in a classic living room corner, 

since it is an excellent match for both contemporary and classic decors.

JANIS

https://tinyurl.com/y7ro7xew%0D
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Inspired by the American jazz trumpeter, bandleader, and composer: Miles Davis, De-
lightFULL has created a mid-century floor lamp that will bring back the sophistication and 
elegancy of the 50’s. The black floor lamp has a vintage style that will provide a more 
welcoming and refined atmosphere to every single mid century modern bedroom set or 
living room area. Miles floor lamp is the magnificent combination of a gold plated frame 
and a black marble portoro base. With a matte black finish and a structure 100% hand-
made in brass, the vintage floor lamp has a black ornament that provides a balanced de-
sign to the modern lighting. The brass floor lamp casts a smooth light that can be turned 
on using a gold pendant switch, that will surely make you feel in a “Kind of Blue” mood.

MILES

https://tinyurl.com/ybdfatt4%0D
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Neil floor lamp is a reminiscent lamp of the golden years of space. A round, brass base 
secures a black matte stem reaching up into three glossy black finished lamp shades 
with a futuristic style. The three arms with adjustable lights provide a good periferic light 
range. The elegance of the continuous flowing center tubes gives a floating sensation 
to the whole piece, that would be perfect in a retro style living room next to a lounge 
chair or in a luxurious lobby. The gold plated body is the ultimate detail in this retro floor 
lamp. Handmade in brass tubing using a classic method of bending the brass twice into 
a rounded oblong shape that allow for bright and load casts of light holding spherical 

diffusers with a retro design.

NEIL

https://tinyurl.com/y8lxjqen%0D
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Inspired by the one and only Nina Simone, DelightFULL designers have taken a classic 
lighting design and reinterpreted it into a fresh mid-century floor lamp. Much like Mz.
Simone, this unique lamp is a strong statement piece, that cannot go unnoticed wherever 
it’s placed. Simone is a three-light articulating floor lamp with glossy white shades and 
a structure handmade in brass. With textile red wires above the large lamp shades, this 
retro light will create the perfect atmosphere for your mid-century modern home. All in 
all, Simone standing lamp aims to pass on Simone’s powerful personality, as well as her 

bold and warrior features.

SIMONE

https://tinyurl.com/yblmpjve%0D
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Stanley floor light is a style icon of the fifties and sixties. With the possibility of having 1 to 
3 moveable arms, this vintage style floor lamp will add effortless style to your mid-century 
modern reading nook. The adjustable 3-light floor lamp holds three boom arms, creating 
custom light effects due to the its glossy black & matte white lamp shades. Each shade is 
balanced by a weighted handle. With clean lines and a sculptural shape, this gleaming 
nickel plated lamp will make you want to curl up with a book in your reading chair under 

the warm glow of your mid-century reading light.

STANLEY

https://tinyurl.com/y9aks5u9%0D
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Stardust floor lamp is a mid-century modern revolving lamp that was inspired by the stellar 
orbits. The main goal of this lighting design is to light up your mid-century modern home 
just like the constellations do it at night. Constructed out of brass tubing into a rounded 
oblong shape, this modern floor lamp will shine brightly due to the light cast by the bulbs 
arranged in the same way as a candelabra. Ideal for a mid-century modern dining room 
and a vintage living room, this gold plated floor lamp will bring an astral beauty to your 

space.

STARDUST

https://tinyurl.com/yd2ydrrs%0D
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Turner floor lamp was inspired by Tina Turner’s electrifying dance moves. Ideal for any 
hotel design project, this art deco floor lamp will fit perfectly in a modern lobby entrance 
or next to a mid-century lounge chair. This mid-century floor lamp has five large arcs 
made in brass and a semi-spherical top cover of aluminum lacquered in glossy white 
or any other RAL color of your choosing. With the possibility of rotating its arcs into the 
desired position, Turner floor light is perfect for anyone looking for a practical lighting 
design with a cutting edge design. All in all, this modern corner lamp allows you to create 

your favorite composition at any time, elevating your mid-century modern decor.

TURNER

https://tinyurl.com/yccsaaep%0D
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